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The Insomniacs Apr 01 2020 The wonder of nighttime comes to life in this breathtaking debut When the Insomniacs
move twelve time zones away for Mrs. Insomniac's new job, the family has an impossible time adapting to the
change. They try everything to fall asleep at night--take hot baths, count to one thousand, sip mugs of milk--but
nothing helps. Venturing out into the dark, they learn there is a whole world still awake and a beauty in their new
and unconventional schedule. Ideal for bedtime reading, this gorgeous and lyrical story celebrates nighttime's
mystery and magic.
Breaking Cover Mar 25 2022 "Rhoades belongs on the same reading list with Stephen Hunter, Lee Child, and
Randy Wayne White." —Booklist From the acclaimed, award-nominated author of the Jack Keller thriller series
comes an explosive new novel about an undercover federal agent, a chameleon whose specialty is assaulting
criminal organizations from within. He was the most talented undercover agent in FBI history, until he dropped
completely off the grid, and hasn't been heard from in years. Did he go native, or was he discovered and killed?
When Tony Wolf is finally driven out into the open, torn from deep cover during the rescue of two kidnapped
children, he becomes the number one target of both the vicious biker gang he double-crossed and a massive Federal
manhunt. But Tony’s tired of being the hunted, and as both the gang and a traitorous FBI agent converge on a small
southern town, they’re all about to learn a hard lesson: When the Wolf breaks cover, he doesn’t always run away.
Sometimes he comes straight at your throat. J.D. Rhoades has written his most compelling thriller to date--a pulsepounding novel that leaps off the page and will leave readers begging for more.
Spy Shadow Sep 06 2020 All sins cast long shadows... James Tristram is an aging secret operative, soft of body but
sharp of mind. Sent by English spymaster Cornish to aid an uprising against the Polish government and its Russian
sponsors, Tristram discovers the mission is a ploy. The real plot, concocted by Russian Stalinists with the aid of a
long-time mole in the British secret service, aims to discredit the government of the Gorbachev-like general
secretary of the Russian Communist Party. Appalled, Tristram sets out on a lonely effort to prevent the destruction
of the Polish underground and the discrediting of the reformers. An espionage thriller full of intrigue and suspense,
from an expert on the period, perfect for fans of Rory Clements, John le Carré and James Patterson. Praise for Spy
Shadow ‘Crisp and taut’ The Times ‘A gripping literate thriller’ Publishers Weekly ‘Set to rival John le Carré... this
is a political thriller with real immediacy: meaty and gripping, a frightening book, full of atmosphere’ Good
Housekeeping
Shadow of the Wolf Nov 01 2022 A world of gods and monsters. An elemental power, rising. This is Robin Hood,
reborn, as he has never been seen before . . . Robin Loxley is seven years old when his parents disappear without
trace. Years later the great love of his life, Marian, is also taken from him. Driven by these mysteries, and this
anguish, Robin follows a darkening path into the ancient heart of Sherwood Forest. What he encounters there will
leave him transformed, and will alter forever the legend of Robin Hood . . .
Pale Wolf Jul 05 2020 A cop on a mission. A woman running from her fate. Both on a collision course with evil. In
the pulse-pounding sequel to BAD WOLF, the nightmare that ripped open two lives slips from the darkness to once
again stalk the streets of Portland. Three months after his partner mysteriously vanished, detective John Gallagher
remains haunted by his encounter with something that should not exist. With no clues as to his partner's
disappearance, detective Lara Mendes is presumed dead but Gallagher refuses to give up the search. Like a man
possessed, he pushes himself to the brink to find her. At a downtown firing range, 17-year old Amy Gallagher is
taught how to fire a gun by her father. She goes along for his sake but Amy is increasingly troubled by her father's
instability. His nightmares, paranoia and obsession with finding his missing partner are clear signs of post traumatic

stress but her pleas for him to seek help fall on deaf ears. Chafing under his strict rules, Amy struggles to save her
dad before he pushes himself over the edge. Two hundred miles away, a woman with a terrible secret hides in the
vastness of the Oregon wilderness, desperate to outrun her fate. Banished into self-imposed exile with a worsening
condition, ex-detective Lara Mendes has exhausted any hope for a cure to her cursed existence. With no options left,
her last chance at peace may be to take her own life. Stalking her through the pines is a primordial nightmare
plucked straight from a Grimm's fairytale. It wants Lara Mendes and will stop at nothing to get her. The only
question that remains is who will get to her first, and what will Lara do when they come?
Releasing the Wolf Jul 25 2019 Before his untimely death, the Alpha of the Rossi pack gave beta Jesse O’Keefe one
last order: protect his daughter at all costs. Now Jesse is Alpha, and for seventeen long years he’s fulfilled the task of
protecting Rosa Rossi. But that’s about to change. A pack member’s unwavering quest for vengeance and a case of
mistaken identity start a chain of events that put Rosa’s life in danger. Can Jesse keep his promise to his late alpha,
or will he fall short of doing the one thing he lives for?
The Wolf Hunt Jan 11 2021 'Fast-paced, detailed and brilliantly written [for] fans of Bernard Cornwell, George R.R.
Martin, and especially Theodore Brun' HISTORICAL NOVEL SOCIETY When you can't protect everyone, who
will you save? Iceland, AD 935 Einar Unnsson is destined to be great. When he fights, a frenzy comes upon him. It
makes him lethal in battle – so lethal he just defeated the man his own father sent to kill him. Now, with Einar exiled
from his kingdom, his father turns his vengeance on Einar's mother – his escaped former bedslave. Yet Einar is in no
position to protect her. He's made an enemy of the powerful King Eirik and must fight for his own life before he can
save her. Einar depends on the Wolf Coats, a band of fearsome, bloodthirsty warriors, but they're convinced the fates
have cursed them. Will Einar's skill in battle be enough to save his mother? Or will the Wolf Coats' superstition
destroy them all? PRAISE FOR TIM HODKINSON: 'A brilliantly written historical adventure which will appeal to
fans of Bernard Cornwell, George R.R. Martin, and especially Theodore Brun' HISTORICAL NOVEL
ASSOCIATION 'A gripping action adventure like the sagas of old; and once finished, you just want to go back and
read it all over again' MELISENDE'S LIBRARY 'An excellently written page-turner, with a feel for the period
which invites you into the era and keeps you there' HISTORICAL WRITERS ASSOCIATION READERS LOVE
THE WOLF HUNT: 'Fantastically written! This book will have you hooked from the very first page!... 5 stars all the
way, buy it, read it, love it, recommend it!' ????? Paula Cwikla, Netgalley Reviewer 'Hodkinson weaves his spell so
intricately that you are drawn in before you know it – and pages and hours have passed in no time at all... This is a
series worth investing in!' ???? Melisende d'Outremer, Netgalley Reviewer 'This is right down my street! I loved it,
what a tale, excellent character depth, brilliantly written and full of action, what more could I want. Excellent work
Tim!' ????? Stephen Walker, Netgalley Reviewer --The Sheep in Wolf's Clothing Jan 23 2022 A mischievous take on a classic fable by expert storyteller Bob Hartman
The Right Stuff Jun 23 2019 A wonderful novel and perfect book club choice, The Right Stuff is a wildly vivid and
entertaining chronicle of America's early space programme. WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY US ASTRONAUT
SCOTT KELLY 'What is it,' asks Tom Wolfe, 'that makes a man willing to sit on top of an enormous Roman
Candle...and wait for someone to light the fuse?' Arrogance? Stupidity? Courage? Or, simply, that quality we call
'the right stuff'? A monument to the men who battled to beat the Russians into space, The Right Stuff is a voyage
into the mythology of the American space programme, and a dizzying dive into the sweat, fear, beauty and danger of
being on the white-hot edge of history in the making. 'Tom Wolfe at his very best... Learned, cheeky, risky,
touching, tough, compassionate, nostalgic, worshipful, jingoistic...The Right Stuff is superb' New York Times Book
Review
Challenge of the Wolf Knight Oct 08 2020 Sir Timothy Mallory returns from Bavaria transformed into a vicious
werewolf and the Wizard and the Warrior must track down the killer who is terrorizing the kingdom.
Urban Playground Mar 13 2021 What type of cities do we want our children to grow up in? Car-dominated, noisy,
polluted and devoid of nature? Or walkable, welcoming, and green? As the climate crisis and urbanisation escalate,
cities urgently need to become more inclusive and sustainable. This book reveals how seeing cities through the eyes
of children strengthens the case for planning and transportation policies that work for people of all ages, and for the
planet. It shows how urban designers and city planners can incorporate child friendly insights and ideas into their
masterplans, public spaces and streetscapes. Healthier children mean happier families, stronger communities,
greener neighbourhoods, and an economy focused on the long-term. Make cities better for everyone.
The Wolf in Winter Apr 25 2022 New York Times bestselling author John Connolly is a master of the supernatural
thriller—“a genre of one” (Bookreporter)—whose eerie and electrifying Charlie Parker mystery turns a small town
in Maine into an unforgettable character that threatens to destroy the brooding private investigator. The isolated
community of Prosperous, Maine, has always thrived. While others suffered, the people there have remained
fortunate, wealthy, secure, and insular throughout the centuries. Miles to the south, in Portland, a homeless man dies,
and the disturbing manner of his death brings Prosperous to the attention of the private investigator Charlie Parker.
He is a dangerous man, driven by compassion, rage, and the desire for vengeance. Prosperous and its townsfolk

recognize that he poses a threat to their security that runs deeper than any in their long history. But this community
has its own way of protecting itself, and its sheltered residents have marked Charlie for death so that Prosperous may
survive. Prosperous, and the secret that is buried beneath it…
The Smile of the Wolf Sep 30 2022 A SUNDAY TIMES HISTORICAL NOVEL OF THE YEAR. Tenth-century
Iceland. In the midwinter darkness, on the lifeless black soils of a newly settled land, two friends kill a man. Kjaran,
an itinerant storyteller, and Gunnar, a once-feared warrior, must make a choice: conceal the deed or confess to it and
pay the blood price to the dead man's brothers. For the right reasons, they make the wrong choice. Kjaran and
Gunnar's fateful decision will leave them fighting for their lives, fighting to retain their humanity as Iceland's
unyielding code of honour ignites a remorseless blood feud that will consume all it touches. 'Smile of the Wolf bares
its fangs from the first page. Like a medieval tapestry, the storytelling is rich with imagery. Readers will be lured
spellbound into this lyrical and evocative Icelandic saga. It deserves huge success' DAVID GILMAN.
Little Wolf’s Book of Badness Dec 22 2021 A new edition of the first novel about much-loved character Little
Wolf from the author of the MEERKAT MADNESS books and HARRY AND THE BUCKETFUL OF
DINOSAURS.
Earth Swarm Jun 15 2021 KILLER DRONES ATTACK! Terrifying drones controlled by artificial intelligence are
destroying London . . . Genius scientist John Strider helped create the machines - and he's disappeared. Only one
person has a chance to stop them - his teenage son, hotshot pilot Hal Strider. Hal and his sister Jess are determined to
prove their father's innocence, and to find a way to save the city. But in order to survive, they are going to have to
take on a terrible and remorseless foe. THE MACHINES ARE COMING . . .
Henry and the White Wolf Jun 27 2022 Henry, a very sick little hedgehog, receives treatment from the White Wolf
that makes him feel even worse but eventually cures him, and through the ordeal he holds a stone to help him stay
strong and brave.
Doglands Nov 08 2020 Furgul is a puppy born in a slave camp for racing greyhounds. But he has a terrible secret he is only part greyhound. When the cruel owner of the camp recognises Furgul's impure origins he takes him to be
killed, but Furgul manages a spectacular escape. Now Furgul must confront the indifference, complexity, and
ferocity of the greater world, a world in which there seems to be two choices: live the comfortable life of a pet and
sacrifice freedom; or live the life of a free dog, glorious but also dangerous, because every man will turn his hand
against you.
Vicious Oct 20 2021 Over a continent and three centuries, American livestock owners destroyed wolves to protect
the beasts that supplied them with food, clothing, mobility, and wealth. The brutality of the campaign soon exceeded
wolves’ misdeeds. Wolves menaced property, not people, but storytellers often depicted the animals as ravenous
threats to human safety. Subjects of nightmares and legends, wolves fell prey not only to Americans’ thirst for land
and resources but also to their deeper anxieties about the untamed frontier. Now Americans study and protect wolves
and jail hunters who shoot them without authorization. Wolves have become the poster beasts of the great American
wilderness, and the federal government has paid millions of dollars to reintroduce them to scenic habitats like
Yellowstone National Park. Why did Americans hate wolves for centuries? And, given the ferocity of this loathing,
why are Americans now so protective of the animals? In this ambitious history of wolves in America—and of the
humans who have hated and then loved them—Jon Coleman investigates a fraught relationship between two species
and uncovers striking similarities, deadly differences, and, all too frequently, tragic misunderstanding.
Strength of the Wolf Sep 18 2021 Major Tim Madison has his hands full. A young Alpha werewolf has stormed
into his personal life, while Tim struggles to keep military werewolves from safe on the front lines. After a fiery exit
from Afghanistan, Tim Madison is promoted to major. Jeremy Wagner is a civilian, just beginning his Transition to
True Alpha. As a lone wolf, he has no one to teach him the vital principles of strong leadership. After a volatile
chance encounter, Tim and Jeremy form an intimate bond. As Jeremy prepares to someday lead his own pack, Tim
struggles with military werewolves being needlessly maimed in combat, as well as specifically targeted by hostile
forces. Despite Tim and Jeremy's feelings, werewolf and human politics or family conflict could prevent their matebond.
A Winter War Jul 29 2022 A disgraced warrior must navigate a course between honour and shame, his people and
the Roman Empire, in the first of a new trilogy set in the second century AD, from the author of Smile of the Wolf.
The Wim Hof Method Sep 26 2019 STAR OF BBC ONE'S FREEZE THE FEAR 'I've never felt so alive' JOE
WICKS 'A fascinating look at Wim's incredible life and method' FEARNE COTTON My hope is to inspire you to
retake control of your body and life by unleashing the immense power of the mind. 'The Iceman' Wim Hof shares his
remarkable life story and powerful method for supercharging your health and happiness. Refined over forty years
and championed by scientists across the globe, you'll learn how to harness three key elements of Cold, Breathing and
Mindset to take ownership over your own mind and wellbeing. 'The book will change your life' BEN FOGLE 'Wim
is a legend of the power ice has to heal and empower' BEAR GRYLLS
Shadow of the Wolf Aug 30 2022 'Shadow of the Wolf' is set in Sherwood Forest in medieval England. In it, Tim

Hall presents a Robin Hood more heroic and horrific than ever before: a 14-year-old, blind, ruthless assassin and
elemental creature of the forest, hell-bent on a mission to avenge his father's death and the brutal abduction of his
soul mate Marian.
The Last King of Lydia Aug 06 2020 A brilliant and strikingly original debut novel, The Last King of Lydia
imagines the bloody rise and fall of Croesus, 'the richest man on earth', and powerfully shows how happiness, even
for those who have everything, is so often elusive. A defeated king stands on top of a pyre. His conqueror, the
Persian ruler Cyrus, signals to his guards; they step forward and touch flaming torches to the dry wood. Croesus,
once the wealthiest man of the ancient world, is to be burned alive. As he watches the flames catch, Croesus thinks
back over his life. He remembers the time he asked the old Athenian philosopher, Solon, who was the happiest man
in the world. Croesus used to think it was him. But then all his riches could not remove the spear from his dying
elder son's chest; could not bring his mute younger son to speak; could not make him as wise as his own chief slave;
could not bring his wife's love back; could not prevent his army from being torn apart and his kingdom lost. As the
old philosopher had replied, a man's happiness can only be measured when he is dead. The first coils of smoke wrap
around Croesus' neck like a noose...
The Wolf Border Feb 09 2021 For almost a decade Rachel Caine has turned her back on home, kept distant by
family disputes and her work monitoring wolves on an Idaho reservation. But now, summoned by the eccentric Earl
of Annerdale and his controversial scheme to reintroduce the Grey Wolf to the English countryside, she is back in
the peat and wet light of the Lake District. The earl's project harks back to an ancient idyll of untamed British
wilderness - though Rachel must contend with modern-day concessions to health and safety, public outrage and
political gain - and the return of the Grey after hundreds of years coincides with her own regeneration: impending
motherhood, and reconciliation with her estranged family. The Wolf Border investigates the fundamental nature of
wilderness and wildness, both animal and human. It seeks to understand the most obsessive aspects of humanity:
sex, love, and conflict; the desire to find answers to the question of our existence; those complex systems that govern
the most superior creature on earth.
Tim, Ted and the Pirates (Read Aloud) Apr 13 2021 Shiver me timbers! A swashbuckling picture book adventure
from the author of the phenomenally successful Harry and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs.
In the Mouth of the Wolf May 03 2020 A true story of two brothers and the war that changed everything. Michael
Morpurgo's wonderful storytelling and Barroux's stunning artwork combine to tell the true story of Michael's uncles
against the epic backdrop of World War Two.
Amorak Feb 21 2022 In this retelling of an Inuit creation myth, Grandfather explains why the caribou and the wolf
are brothers.
You Can Change Dec 30 2019 Many books are written by experts. This book isn't one of them,' admits Tim Chester.
'It was written out of my own struggle to change. My long battle with particular issues set me searching the Bible as
well as writings from the past. This book shares the amazing truths I discovered that now give me hope.' 'For years I
wondered if I'd ever overcome certain sins. And while I can't claim to have conquered sin - for no one ever can do here are discoveries that have led to change in my life and in the lives of others.' You may be: a new Christian,
struggling to change the habits of your former way of life an older Christian, feeling you've plateaued: you grew
quickly when you first believed but now your Christian life is much of a muchness a Christian who's fallen into sin
in a big way, wondering how you'll ever get back on track Other books describe how we should live, but this book
outlines how we can change. It's about hope: the hope we have in Jesus, hope for forgiveness, and hope for real and
lasting change. God promises liberating grace and transforming power to his people.
The Spy in Question Mar 01 2020 Discovery means certain death. And he’s running out of time. It’s 1990, and
Dmitry Kalyagin is about to attain membership in Gorbachev’s politburo when his long-dormant status as a “mole”
for the British is suddenly reactivated. English intelligence man George Parker, feeling indebted to Kalyagin,
initiates a covert effort to pull the agent out before his identity can be uncovered by the Soviets. But as the body
count starts to rise, Parker’s attempts to protect Kalyagin are hampered by both Russian ruthlessness and British
indifference. As desperation begins to set in, the battle to save Kalyagin will lead to a climactic showdown in the
Moscow streets, between two networks of spies. A taut, suspense-filled Cold War thriller from an author who
reported from the heart of Moscow, perfect for fans of John le Carré, Ken Follett and Frederick Forsyth. Praise for
The Spy in Question ‘Fast-paced, exciting reading, set in the real Moscow of grime and icy grit’ Washington Post ‘A
pulsating thriller... a great read, an authentic feel’ Irish Press
Bear and Wolf Jan 29 2020 Bear and Wolf become unlikely companions one winter's evening when they discover
each other out walking in the falling snow.
Wolves Nov 28 2019 If you fight evil, does that make you good? After a pack of wolves chooses freedom over
security they must face a terrible enemy and search their souls to find what lengths they are willing to go to keep
their way of life.
Little Wolf Jul 17 2021 A Being(s) in Love Story On the run from his old-blood werewolf family, Tim Dirus finds

himself in Wolf's Paw, one of the last surviving refuges from the days when werewolves were hunted by humans
and one of the last places Tim wants to be. Kept away from other wolves by his uncle, Tim knows almost nothing
about his own kind except that alpha werewolves only want to control and dominate a scrawny wolf like him. Tim
isn't in Wolf's Paw an hour before he draws the attention of Sheriff Nathaniel Neri, the alphaest alpha in a town full
of alphas. Powerful, intimidating, and the most beautiful wolf Tim has ever seen, Nathaniel makes Tim feel safe for
reasons Tim doesn't understand. For five years he's lived on the run, in fear of his family and other wolves.
Everything about Wolf's Paw is contrary to what he thought he knew, and he is terrified. Fearing his mate will run,
Sheriff Nathaniel must calm his little wolf and show him he's more than a match for this big, bad alpha.
The Wolf Nov 20 2021 Aaron has run away from his foster home and is running away from a group of men, from
whom he stole a wallet. He runs into a forest where he is bitten by a large animal. The boy is found by a writer who
takes him home and the story unfolds
The Wolf Hunt May 15 2021 "Iceland, AD 935. Einar Unnsson is destined to be great. When he fights, a frenzy
comes upon him. It makes him lethal in battle - so lethal he just defeated the man his own father sent to kill him.
Now, with Einar exiled from his kingdom, his father turns his vengeance on Einar's mother - his escaped former
bedslave. Yet Einar is in no position to protect her. He's made an enemy of the powerful King Eirik and must fight
for his own life before he can save her. Einar depends on the Wolf Coats, a band of fearsome, bloodthirsty warriors,
but they're convinced the fates have cursed them. Will Einar's skill in battle be enough to save his mother? Or will
the Wolf Coats' superstition destroy them all?"--Publisher.
The Listening Party Dec 10 2020 The Charlatans' Tim Burgess invites you to the greatest listening party of all time.
In 2020 when the world was forced to hit pause on live in-person gigs, Tim Burgess found an ingenious way to bring
people together by inviting artists and bands, from Paul McCartney and New Order to Michael Kiwanuka and Kylie,
to host real-time album playbacks via Twitter. Relive 100 of the most memorable listening parties here with stories
from bands and fans, rarely seen backstage images, and unique insider info from those who created these iconic
albums. "Hey Twitter, let's all say a big thanks to Tim for these brilliant events this year! We really needed them. So
much great music being talked about.'" - Sir Paul McCartney "Twitter being used for something really positive." Mary Beard
Wereworld Jun 03 2020 •YOU•RE THE LAST OF THE WEREWOLVES SON. DON•T FIGHT IT . . . CONQUER
IT.• When the air is clear, sixteen year-old Drew Ferran can pick up the scent of a predator. When the moon breaks
through the clouds, a terrifying fever grips him. And when a vicious beast invades his home, his gums begin to tear,
his fingers become claws, and Drew transforms . . . Forced to flee the family he loves, Drew seeks refuge in the most
godforsaken parts of Lyssia. But when he is captured by Lord Bergan•s men, Drew must prove he is not the enemy.
Can Drew battle the werecreatures determined to destroy him • and master the animal within?
The Tiger and the Wolf Aug 25 2019 The first in the Echoes of the Fall series, The Tiger and the Wolf is an epic
fantasy novel by Adrian Tchaikovsky, winner of the Arthur C. Clarke Award and British Fantasy Award for Best
Novel. ‘One of the most interesting and accomplished writers in speculative fiction’ – Christopher Paolini In the
bleak northern crown of the world, war is coming . . . Maniye’s father is the Wolf clan’s chieftain, but she’s an
outcast. Her mother was queen of the Tiger and these tribes have been enemies for generations. Maniye also hides a
deadly secret. All can shift into their clan’s animal form, but Maniye can take on tiger and wolf shapes. She refuses
to disown half her soul so escapes, rescuing a prisoner of the Wolf clan in the process. The killer Broken Axe is set
on their trail to drag them back for retribution. The Wolf chieftain plots to rule the north, and controlling his
daughter is crucial to his schemes. However, other tribes also prepare for strife. Strangers from the far south appear
too, seeking allies in their own conflict. It’s a season for omens as priests foresee danger and a darkness falling
across the land. Some say a great war is coming, overshadowing even Wolf ambitions. A time of testing and broken
laws is near – but what spark will set the world ablaze? Continue this sweeping coming-of-age fantasy with The
Bear and the Serpent.
The Big Bad Wolf Oct 27 2019 Alex Cross's first case since joining the FBI has his new colleagues perplexed.
Across the country, men and women are kidnapped in broad daylight and then disappear completely. These people
are not being taken for ransom, Alex realizes. They are being bought and sold. And it seems The Wolf is the master
criminal behind this terrible trade and who is bringing a new reign of terror to organized crime. Even as he admires
the FBI's vast resources, Alex is impatient with the Bureau's clumsiness and caution when it is time to move. A lone
wolf himself, he has to go out alone to track his new prey and try to rescue some of the victims while they are still
alive. As the case boils over, Alex is in hot water at home, too. His ex-fiancée, Christine Johnson, comes back into
his life - and not for the reasons Alex might have hoped.
Bad Wolf May 27 2022 Last Wolf, the third and final book in the Bad Wolf series is available now. Detective Lara
Mendes’s hard work finally pays off when she gets the chance to join the homicide detail. There’s only one catch;
she has to partner up with a cop no one wants to work with. John Gallagher is a veteran homicide detective who
loves stomping bad guys and hates partners. When the Lieutenant saddles him with this green kid named Mendes,

his first reaction is to ditch her but a call comes in about a body on the river bank and the rotation says they’re up.
What they find are human remains, mutilated and partially devoured. Their investigation reveals a killer stalking the
city with a pack of vicious, feral dogs. And the suspect believes he is a werewolf. But this is Portland, where crazy
bastards outnumber normal ones ten to one. Except there’s another catch. The crazy werewolf guy? He isn’t crazy...
Author's note: Bad Wolf is my first novel and remains a favorite. This free full-length novel is the first in the Bad
Wolf series about two homicide detectives trying to stop a monster. A murder mystery and police procedural, it's
premise is simple; cops versus werewolves. I had an absolute blast writing this series. Now that's it's done, I miss
these characters. The books, in order, are: 1 Bad Wolf 2 Pale Wolf 3 Last Wolf This free book is the gateway to a
world of monsters, gritty detectives and the werewolves that haunt the moonlit night.
The Wolf Wilder Aug 18 2021 In the days before the Russian Revolution, twelve-year-old Feodora sets out to
rescue her mother when the Tsar's Imperial Army imprisons her for teaching tamed wolves to fend for themselves.
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